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Leaders in global equine feed and nutrition solutions

The Connolly family has been delivering quality equine nutrition and well-being solutions for over 100 years, enabling our expansion into the Gulf region.




Find Out More












A family business passionate about producing feeds tailored to horses performing all over the world

We are committed to research and development that enhances our equine feeds, ensuring the optimal performance and well-being of horses in the Middle East.




Find Out More
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Our equine products
 View our range of scientifically advanced feeds formulated to support the needs of performance horses including Racehorses, Endurance horses and Arabian show horses.


Visit Now









Our nutritional hub
 Get reliable insights and advice from our team of nutritional and horse experts who have ample experience working with our customers in the Gulf region. Explore our equine nutritional articles or contact our team directly for advice that is tailored to your horse’s individual needs.


Visit Now









Purchasing Connolly's RED MILLS
 Get in touch with our established and trusted local distributor in your area or reach out to our sales team for more information on where to conveniently buy our products.


Visit Now















Proven global track record
 Our innovative horse nutrition and performance solutions produce unmatched results all over the world, proven by global statistics.


Expert Advice 







 400+ 
Group and Grade 1 winners spanning 12 countries fed on Connolly's RED MILLS in the last 3 years






 80+ 
Number of countries offering Connolly's RED MILLS feed solutions






 44% 
of the 2021 Saudi Cup Festival winners fed on RED MILLS






 30% 
of the Top 50 showjumping riders in FEI Longines World Rankings fed on Connolly's RED MILLS
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We started using RED MILLS about 10 years ago for all our horses here at Belmont House Stud, including our broodmares, stallions, youngstock and competition horses. We use the Care Range as it caters for all our needs, our horses love it, and it keeps them looking and feeling great. We have always been delighted with the quality of both the products and customer service.


Andrea Etter

Belmont House Stud 
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We have used the RED MILLS GroCare Balancer at Ringfort Stud for many years. It provides a balanced nutritional feed for foals and mares. It is reassuring to know we raise sound horses with it and thankfully we have had great success, in the sales ring and on the track.


Derek Veitch

Ringfort Stud 
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The Connolly’s RED MILLS stud range has everything we need to support the health and well-being of our mares and youngstock, and we know we have the support of their expert team if and when we need it.


Malachy Ryan

Manager at Moyglare Stud 
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We have been delighted to be working with Connolly’s RED MILLS. They have offered great advice in creating feeding programs for the stock. The horses are in great condition and they offer a quick and accurate delivery service.


PJ Dreeling

Assistant Manager, Irish National Stud 
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I can see that my horses are recovering better from the gallops.


Jean de Roüalle

 Trainer, United Arab Emirates 
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What really caught my attention is the passion that every individual of the team has towards the products.


Mohammad Bitar

Manager, Al Kamda Stables, United Arab Emirates 
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My horses love it and we can use RED MILLS all over the world.


Sakae Kuneida

Trainer, Japan 
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I have been really happy with my horses since making the change to RED MILLS. I find that using the Care Range, my horses are looking well, holding their condition and building strong topline, and their consistently high level of performance speaks for this itself.


Alan King

Trainer 
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At Hambleton Lodge, we have chosen to feed the RED MILLS Racehorse Cubes. I feel that this product provides the horses with the right level of energy, whilst keeping them in great condition throughout the season. I like feeding to be simple, and the Racehorse Cube gives us everything we need.


Kevin Ryan

Trainer, United Kingdom 
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I have been feeding RED MILLS since the start of my training career. They have a great range of products that we use and I couldn’t be happier with them.


Joseph O’Brien

Trainer, Ireland 
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It’s great to have an ultra-low starch product as an addition to the Horse Care range we currently use. It’s reassuring to know we are feeding the same trusted feed with the Horse Care benefits, while ensuring those horses who require a low-starch diet can continue in training and perform to the highest levels. We wouldn’t be without Horse Care Ultra Cubes now we have seen the results!


Harry Fry

Trainer, United Kingdom 
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Your horses are only as good as the fuel you put in them. We’re getting great results on Horse Care. They eat it, we give them plenty. The better the feed, the more work you can give them, they recover quicker, and their performance is better.


Dan Skelton

Trainer, United Kingdom 
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I have been using RED MILLS feed for over 25 years. Their feeds are high-quality and the Care range caters for all our needs, from yearling flat horses to our national hunt horses – I highly recommend them.


Jessica Harrington

Trainer, Ireland  
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It’s all about performance. Since we’ve moved to Horse Care, we’ve got a very consistent level of performance. Everything is in the feed; it’s a worldwide name and their reputation is very good. If we’ve any problems we can ring them up, their aftercare is very good and somebody will come down.


Johnny Murtagh

Trainer 
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I started using Connolly’s RED MILLS products 4 months ago whilst competing in the UAE, and saw a tremendous difference in the condition and performance of my horses. What I feed them is the most fundamental step in achieving consistency in their performance at top level. With the convenience of the team readily available across the globe, my horses receive continuous tailored advice based on their needs.


Ibrahim Bisharat

RED MILLS Ambassador, Showjumping, Jordan 
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I have been using RED MILLS and Foran Equine products for many years now, and not only are my horses performing at their best but they are also in great condition. When feeding high-performance horses it is important that the products are made from the highest quality ingredients, and these products speak for themselves. Their nutritional team provide great advice and the fact that they are available across the globe is a huge plus when competing abroad.


Marlon Zanotelli

RED MILLS Ambassador, Showjumping, Brazil 
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I really trust RED MILLS. I know the feed we are giving the horses has been tested. We feed Horse Care 10 which we really like. It complements what our horses do really well for competition. It’s great for their gut and their stomach. They love it.


Laura Kraut

RED MILLS Ambassador, Showjumping, United States 
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I have been working with the Connolly’s RED MILLS and Foran Equine team for a long time now, and my horses continue to thrive and perform consistently at the top level. Their expert team, quality products and global availability combined make them the ultimate nutritional partner and one that I trust and enjoy working with.


Bertram Allen

RED MILLS Ambassador, Showjumping, Ireland 
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Nutrition is one of the key factors to performance, and with their sophisticated programme and expert knowledge, I’m confident Connolly’s RED MILLS benefits my horses and my own performance.


Edwina Tops-Alexander

RED MILLS Ambassador, Showjumping, Australia 
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A lot of my horses are on Horse Care 10. It’s low-starch, high fibre, kind on their stomach; it’s a great complete feed for my horses and it suits them. To know that my horses are getting the best in their feed is a weight off my shoulders.


Scott Brash

RED MILLS Ambassador, Showjumping, United Kingdom 
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I love Horse Care 10 and every one of my horses is on it. They all look and feel fantastic as it keeps their gastric health in top condition and their coats shiny. We use Comfort Mash for when we are travelling to keep the horses hydrated. We also find the Horse Care mix to be fantastic for the fussy eaters.


Shane Breen

RED MILLS Ambassador, Showjumping, Ireland 
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What we feed is central to our horse’s well-being, performance and even their mood. Like everything, we get out what we put in. I use the RED MILLS Care Range which supports stomach, muscle, hindgut, and hoof care. It’s low in starch, my horses love it and feel fantastic.


Sam Watson

RED MILLS Ambassador, Eventing, Ireland 
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We use the Horse Care Range for all of our horses, from the youngsters to those competing at 5*. It’s simple to understand. In this simplicity, it’s easy to make clear adjustments when necessary as the horses mature and their work levels change so to maintain their condition and energy. All the products are low-starch and contain the Care package that supports their digestive health, which is really important to us.


Alex Bragg

RED MILLS Ambassador, Eventing, United Kingdom 
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One of my mantras in life is to keep it simple and RED MILLS helps me to do that with the ever so important feeding of my horses; both horses are on RED MILLS, I’m a big fan and it works well for me.


Louise Skinner

RED MILLS Customer, Ireland 


















Precision nutrition in every bag of Connolly's RED MILLS
 Our “precision nutrition” strategy is the key formula to our high-performance horse feed solutions. Connolly’s RED MILLS supports the needs of your thoroughbred or purebred Arabian horse performing in even the most challenging environments.

Contact Nutritional Expert  






Leading advice from our experts in equine nutrition 
Stay up to date with our videos for advice on caring for your horse’s well-being and performance 





























































Explore our range of horse feeds
 


View Our Range Seek Expert Advice Where to Buy 





	Breeding(5) 
	Racing(6) 
	Endurance(4) 
	Arabian show(6) 
	Sport horse(5) 
	Specialist(1) 
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Define & Shine


View Product
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10% Cool ’N’ Cooked Mix


View Product
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14% Horse Cooked Mix


View Product
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14% Stud Mix


View Product
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18% Foal & Yearling Cooked Mix
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Define & Shine
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10% Cool ’N’ Cooked Mix
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12.5% Endurance Mix Hi Oil
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14% Conditioning Mix


View Product
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14% Horse Cooked Mix
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15% Hi Oil Racehorse Cooked Mix
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10% Cool ’N’ Cooked Mix
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12.5% Endurance Mix Hi Oil
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14% Conditioning Mix
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15% Hi Oil Racehorse Cooked Mix
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Define & Shine
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14% Conditioning Mix
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14% Stud Mix
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15% Hi Oil Racehorse Cooked Mix
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Define & Shine
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12.5% Endurance Mix Hi Oil
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14% Conditioning Mix
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14% Horse Cooked Mix
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12.5% Endurance Mix Hi Oil
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Our sister brands share the same commitment to providing premium equine performance, nutrition and health solutions 
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Advanced supplement solutions to complement your equine feed of choice
 Now a part of Connolly’s RED MILLS, Foran Equine provides you with scientifically advanced supplements to boost your horse’s performance and nutritional levels.


Learn more 
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The oldest and most trusted horse care brand in the world, now a part of Connolly's RED MILLS
 Acquired by Connolly’s RED MILLS in 2019, Carr & Day & Martin is a leading horse care brand renowned for its high-quality products.


Learn more 












Advance to the winning line with RED MILLS

Scientifically advanced feed and supplement solutions for every horse

We are a family business with a global reputation for converting the finest raw ingredients into the most advanced equine nutrition products in the world at our state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Goresbridge, Ireland.
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Willie Mullins
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 Champion Trainer
 15 Champion National Hunt Trainer
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Scott Brash
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 No. 3 in the World
 Longines FEI World Rankings Showjumping
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Laura Kraut
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 Olympic Team Silver Medalist
 Tokyo 2021 
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Sam Watson
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 Olympic Event Rider
 Tokyo 2021
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Trueshan
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 Group 1 Al Shaqab Stakes Winner
 Trainer Alan King
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State Of Rest
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 G1 Saratoga Derby
 Trainer Joseph O'Brien
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Marlon Zanotelli
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 No. 7 in the World
 Longines FEI World Rankings Showjumping 
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Maikel Van Der Vleuten
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 Olympic Individual Bronze Medalist
 Tokyo 2021 
 















Delivering only the best in quality and freshness straight from our mill in Goresbridge, Ireland
 Since our expansion into the GCC market in 2007, we have been committed to delivering equine feed and nutritional products tailored to the needs of our customers and their horses in the region.
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Learn more about Connolly’s RED MILLS' commitment to achieving the highest global quality standards and accreditations.
 
Get to know how our laboratories test for Naturally Occurring Prohibited Substances, safety and quality.





Learn More














Our Media Hub 
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Recent Tweets


Tweets by REDMILLSHorse 









Facebook Posts



Connolly’s RED MILLS












Instagram













Facebook Posts



Carr & Day & Martin
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Recent Tweets


Tweets by ForanEquine 









Facebook Posts



Foran Equine












Instagram

















Contact our sales team via WhatsApp or email
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Nicolas Gaumerais

Group Commercial Manager GCC Region






Based in the UAE, Nicolas Gaumerais is the Commercial Manager of Connolly's RED MILLS Group which includes Connolly's RED MILLS horse feeds and Foran Equine supplements sold in the GCC region. Nicholas regularly travels across the Gulf to meet customers. 







 Whatsapp  email
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Dominic Bligh

Group Commercial and Technical Executive GCC Region






Alternatively, reach out to Dominic Bligh who offers nutritional & technical support for Connolly's REDMILLS Feed and Foran Equine supplements. Dominic is also the Commercial Manager for Foran Equine Supplements. He regularly visits client's stables in the Middle East to advise on bespoke feeding programmes. 







 Whatsapp  email





















Subscribe to our email list






 











































Country
Bahrain
Kuwait
Oman
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
United Arab Emirates
Other












From time to time, Connolly’s RED MILLS Group would like to contact you about our products, exclusive offers, tips/advice about RED MILLS feed and our sister brands, Foran Equine Supplements and Carr & Day & Martin Horse care products. If you consent to us storing your personal data for this purpose, please tick this box.


I agree to Connolly’s RED MILLS group storage and processing of my personal data in accordance with the terms and condition & privacy policy for this purpose.





You may unsubscribe from these communications or withdraw your consent at anytime.
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Terms & Conditions
Privacy Policy
Cookie Policy



© 2021 Red Mills. All Rights Reserved. 
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 Leading equine supplement solutions to complement your choice of horse feed
 Connolly’s RED MILLS has acquired Foran Equine, providing you with leading scientifically advanced supplements to enhance the performance and well-being of your horse.

Learn More 
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 The world's most trusted brand in horse care solutions
 Connolly’s RED MILLS acquired the Carr & Day & Martin brand in 2020, providing you with the most premium-quality equine care products.

Learn More 
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Trusted and scientifically formulated supplement solutions for the optimum performance of your horse
 Connolly’s RED MILLS partnered with Foran Equine in the year 2012, broadening our ranges of equine nutrition products. The RED MILLS team have an in-depth knowledge of both our feed and supplement product ranges, meaning they can advise on the best diet plan for your horses, balancing the feed and supplement options. With a strong understanding of the Gulf region, we can tailor diet plans to meet the needs of all high-performace horses.

Founded in 1974, Foran Equine is a market leader in equine supplements and widely available worldwide. We regularly meet our customers in the Middle East & Gull region advising best supplement options for their unique horses, discipline and environment.

Get to know our range or speak to our multi-disciplined nutritional team for expert, tailored advice for feed & supplement choices.




Want to view our equine supplement solutions?
 Discover the full Foran Equine supplement range by visiting our website.
 Visit Our Website 
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Leading International horse care brand joins forces with Connolly's RED MILLS
 Connolly’s RED MILLS acquired Carr & Day & Martin in 2019, which further demonstrated our commitment to a complete equine health and performance offering. As one of leaders in the equine industry, we now offer a broad range of products including expert horse feed, supplements and care solutions that meet the needs of the modern-day horse worldwide.

Carr & Day & Martin was established in 1765 and is a household name in horse care solutions spanning leather care, hoof care, coat care and healthcare. The Carr & Day & Martin range is hailed as the leading choice in equine care and is ideal for customers who seek to ensure their horses maintain a pristine and healthy appearance.




Interested in our quality horse care solutions?
 Speak to our expert team about our range for a solution that caters to your horse's specific needs.
 Visit Our Website 
   


















































